
Would vs Used To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She __________ have done it, too.1. would

She __________ not give herself, of course.2. would

Low-grade radium residues are __________ some extent as fertilizers.3. used to

At first she __________ not tell him.4. would

Occasional glimpses of bits of blue sky through the overarching branches
were the only reminders that the outside world remained as it __________
be.

5.
used to

Jackson looked very slightly surprised, as if he were not __________
having people read the name on his card during the short time he allowed
them to see it.

6. used to

Own father __________n't know it.7. would

He was not __________ being without money, it unnerved him, and he
gave way to a kind of hectic savoir faire.
8. used to

It may be opposed or misapprehended or derided, but it is not ignored as it
__________ be.
9.

used to

The hair parted above the forehead, as it always was, and brought down
in curls above her little ears, didn't seem to me so full of golden threads as it
__________ be.

10.

used to

I'm so __________ hearing Oom Peter's voice in this room that
sometimes I forget for a moment that he isn't here.
11. used to

I had to get __________ the name of Crawshaw after I had been
Debenham for twenty-five years.
12. used to

I __________n't like to say that.13. would

Alexis blushed like a schoolboy, for he was not __________ hearing
others praise his prowess.
14. used to
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And as she was not __________ thinking things out, the effort took the
form of an imaginary explanation to Mr. Brumley of the difficulties of her
position.

15. used to

She __________ not tell him what she thought.16. would

When sedan-chairs were so fashionable and plentiful in England, they
were sure to be __________ some extent in New England towns.
17.

used to

In the descriptions just given of the various foodstuffs, especially in regard
to their function in the body, it is readily seen that no one foodstuff is
__________ the exclusion of another.

18.

used to

He's so __________ living in the clouds he thinks the world is one big
moron.
19. used to

He was not __________ leaving off work while the sun shone, and the
clear waters of the Wabash held as yet no faintest evening flush.
20. used to
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